
5 form

«New Millennium English» 

Unit 4

“EAST  or WEST : 
                   home is best”



Houses

palace castlecottage

Block of flats

Log cabin

caravan

House boat igloo
wigwam



1.  

5.          

ROOMS
2. 

3.

4.
6.

7.



Furniture
a sofa

a bed

a bookcase a chair

a carpet

a picture

a clock

a fire-place

a mirror
curtaina bookshelf

a table
a wardrobe               

an arm-chair



Write the words into 3 groups:

bathroom, arm-chair, cottage, hall, 
sofa, kitchen, table, castle, study, 
wardrobe, flat, living-room, 
book-case, palace, log cabin, 
bedroom, house-boat, fire-place, 
children’s room

houses furniturerooms



in   the box

on  the sofa  Under  the table
In front  of TVset

Behind  the table 
At  the table 



There

are

is a chair

 chairs

a chair

 at the table. 

Where
is

are  chairs ?

There



What room is it? 
Where is the desk? (the wardrobe, the 
bed, the computer, the picture?)
Are there any flowers on the desk?



Work in groups: 
1. find your group
2. read you card, translate
3. combine the story
4. Match the picture and the story



1. 2.

3.



  My room is not very big.
  There is a desk near the window.
  The computer is on the desk.
  There are 2 pictures above the sofa.
  There is a green sofa in the corner of the room.
  There is a carpet on the floor.
  There is a guitar on the sofa.

1.



2.

 My room is not very big.
  There is a desk near the window.
  The computer is on the desk.
  There are 2 pictures above the sofa.
  There is a green sofa in the corner of the room.
  There is a carpet on the floor.
  There is a ball near the sofa.



3.

 My room is not very big.
  There is a desk near the window.
  The TV-set is on the desk.
  There are 2 pictures above the sofa.
  There is a green sofa in the corner of the room.
  There is a carpet on the floor.
  There is a guitar near the sofa.



CHOOSE THE RIGHT  VERB: 

1.  There is/are a bookcase in the room.

2.  There is/are two tables in the room. 

3.  There is/are  ten books on the desk.

4.  There is/are a bag under the desk.

5.  There is/are a clock near the sofa.



Write sentences out of these words:

1. big / very / room / is / my / not.

2. a desk / is / near / there / the window.

3. the desk / on / is / there /a computer.

4. above /2 pictures /are/ the sofa/ there.



Write sentences out of these words:

1. My room is not very big.

2. There is a desk near the window.

3. There  is  a computer on the desk.

4. There are 2 pictures above the sofa.



Hometask:

WB p. 28,29  ex.1,2




